health, and a fifth as much as social activities and friendships. I think the speaker gave entirely the wrong impression in stressing social activities above all else. The 92 per cent outside of technical training go to make a man successful in any line, either in law, medicine, the ministry, business or politics. It is the other 8 per cent that make him a success as an engineer or as a doctor or as a lawyer. The 92 per cent make him a successful homo sapiens. In so far as his own life and work are concerned the 8 per cent are the whole thing. They differentiate him from the rest as an engineer. One cannot say that his technical training supplied only 8 per cent of the factors necessary to his success. One might as well try to analyze the things that made Cleopatra a success, allowing 5 per cent for her nose, 10 per cent for her eyes, 5 per cent for her ears, 30 per cent for her intelligence and 50 per cent for "sex appeal." However, if her nose were cut off her beauty and attractiveness would be reduced considerably more than 5 per cent. To be sure health is very important, not only in college, but afterwards and possibly should be allowed as much as 30 per cent of the factors making a man successful as a man, at least if to physical health is added mental hygiene.

One must take care of his body by exercises, even after the sophomore physical education requirement has been met and by mental exercises even after a diploma has been conferred. Our ancestors of an hundred thousand years ago were successful men physically and mentally or they would not have lived long in the strenuous life of that period. When men became associated, however, in society and the necessity of getting along with one's neighbors arose there was added the 40 per cent for social activities and friendships. It is only in the last few years that honesty in business and national affairs has become recognized as being the best policy if indeed it is even now recognized.

An educated person should have some understanding of things as they were, a well-rounded knowledge of things as they are and a vision of things as they might become. He should also be equipped to earn enough of a living to justify his existence, and be able to derive honest enjoyment out of some few things of the intellect. One's college education is always "Unfinished Business."

Sooner Photographers Pictured

A picture of six University of Oklahoma journalism students with their cameras was carried in a recent issue of Collegiate Digest, national college news in picture and paragraph.

The Digest commented: "Building activity on the University of Oklahoma campus provides subject matter for photographs for these students in the news-picture class being conducted by Prof. A. Clarence Smith. Oklahoma is one of the pioneer schools training reporters in the use of the camera."

**Tau Beta Pi**

By BOOTH STRANGE, '36

THE Tau Beta Pi Association was founded at Lehigh University in 1885 to mark in a fitting manner those who have conferred honor upon their Alma Mater by distinguished scholarship and exemplary character as undergraduates in engineering, or by their attainments as alumni in the field of engineering, and to foster a spirit of liberal culture in the engineering colleges of America.

Distinguished scholarship while the primary requisite for admission, is not considered the sole criterion. After the scholastic requirements have been fulfilled, the selection is based on integrity, breadth of interest both inside and outside of engineering, adaptability, and unselfish activity. Personal appearance, capacity for leadership, character, and social qualities are other characteristics which are carefully considered.

Tau Beta Pi sponsors one of the leading fellowship programs for graduate study. Six awards, sufficient to maintain the beneficiary in satisfactory and proper social and financial status without other funds being needed, are made each year. The fellowships are awarded to those applicants who have some definite purpose and plan in view and who show the greatest promise of substantial achievement in their line of graduate study and work.

The local chapter of Tau Beta Pi was organized under the name of Tau Pi on St. Pat's Day, 1923. In 1926 it became the Alpha chapter of Oklahoma of Tau Beta Pi. There are at present 31 active undergraduate members and fifteen faculty members.

At the top is a scene from the play, "Fall of Little Nell," staged by Sigma Tau, honorary engineering fraternity, recently on the campus. On the stage, left to right, are Cornel, Armitage, Goddard and Billie Burke as Little Nell. In the center is German Kimmell before a mud-hog in the Edmond oilfield. Below is the Engineers' club float in the last Homecoming parade.